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1. How many years have you been practicing and/or performing research?   

I am already 13 years involved in the research in the field of dentistry. 

2. What is the research topic you are working on now? 

My research topics are Periodontics, Oral medicine and Periodontal medicine, as well as in the 

field of Periodontal surgery.

3. What makes an article top quality?  

Well-chosen research topics, the large number of references used for discussion and, of course, 

materials and methods that can be easily repeated. 

4. What are the qualities you look for in an article?  

In my opinion, and my way of writing and reviewing scientific papers is the use of a large 

number of literary data that can be used for discussion, but first all, well-chosen topics that will 

attract the readers to try and do similar tests. 

5. Do you have any research funding (NIH or other national funding) now?  

no. 

6. When did you become an editor of OMICS Journal?  

I became one of the editorial members of OMICS Journal last year (February23, 2013.) 

7. What is your greatest career accomplishment? 

I became a doctor of science (PhD) in the field of Periodontology and oral medicine, and now I am 

currently an Assistant professor in Periodontics and Oral medicine. 

 

 



8. How does the research published percolate through to practitioners?  

On this question I cannot specifically answer ... I think it does mostly depend on the practitioner 

and his desire to work and application research results. 

9. What is the purpose of serving as an editor?  

In my opinion, the editor should be there to allow the right choice of appropriate manuscripts for 

publication in the journal, but also to assist authors in the proper writing of scientific and 

professional article. 

10. Do you have any patents?  

No. 

11. Have you contributed any editorials or papers (any types) to OMICS Journals in the past 

two years?  

I have not contributed a single article, but simply because of what I'm dealing with a patient 

clinical problems, my research is not oriented towards technical sciences. I can only contribute to 

the clinical trial of new biomedical technical achievements. 

12. Do you plan to contribute any editorials or papers to OMICS Journals in the next year?   

To be honest, I do not know 

13. Do you have any trouble with OMICS Journals in the past?  

No. 

14. Would you recommend OMICS to your friends or colleagues? 

Yes, Of course 

15. How do you differentiate Journal of Air & Water Borne Diseases with other journals in the field?  

I'm in contact only with Journal of Biosensors & Bioelectronics so I cannot say what are the 

differences between this and other journals from OMICS Group. 

 


